Abstract.-We describe new methods for characterizing gene tree discordance in phylogenomic data sets, which screen for deviations from neutral expectations, summarize variation in statistical support among gene trees, and allow comparison of the patterns of discordance induced by various analysis choices. Using an exceptionally complete set of genome sequences for the short arm of chromosome 3 in Oryza (rice) species, we applied these methods to identify the causes and consequences of differing patterns of discordance in the sets of gene trees inferred using a panel of 20 distinct analysis pipelines. We found that discordance patterns were strongly affected by aspects of data selection, alignment, and alignment masking. Unusual patterns of discordance evident when using certain pipelines were reduced or eliminated by using alternative pipelines, suggesting that they were the product of methodological biases rather than evolutionary processes. In some cases, once such biases were eliminated, evolutionary processes such as introgression could be implicated. Additionally, patterns of gene tree discordance had significant downstream impacts on species tree inference. For example, inference from supermatrices was positively misleading when pipelines that led to biased gene trees were used. Several results may generalize to other data sets: we found that gene tree and species tree inference gave more reasonable results when intron sequence was included during sequence alignment and tree inference, the alignment software PRANK was used, and detectable "block-shift" alignment artifacts were removed. We discuss our findings in the context of well-established relationships in Oryza and continuing controversies regarding the domestication history of O.
Genome-scale sequence data sets are increasingly being used to infer phylogenetic relationships at deep (Meusemann et al. 2010; Beiko 2011; Capella-Gutiérrez et al. 2012; Song et al. 2012; Xi et al. 2012 ) and shallow time scales (Pollard et al. 2006; White et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2012; Yoder et al. 2013) . Phylogenomic reconstruction in deep clades faces a number of challenges, including loss of sequence homology, gene duplication and loss, paleopolyploidy, loss of synteny, and mutational saturation. Phylogenomic reconstruction in shallow clades, on the other hand, can exploit high sequence similarity to improve assembly, annotation, and alignment, and high levels of synteny to identify orthologs. Sequence divergence can be very low in shallow clades, causing problems with the accuracy or resolution of individual gene trees, but in large enough genomic data sets phylogenetic signal can still emerge (Cranston et al. 2010; Yoder et al. 2013) .
However, gene tree discordance has also proven to be especially common in shallow clades (Pollard et al. 2006; Ebersberger et al. 2007; White et al. 2009; Cranston et al. 2010 ; though not unique to these: Song et al. 2012 ). This reflects both gene tree error and population genetic processes, which, owing to genetic drift and the failure of gene lineages to coalesce at speciation events, lead to discordance ("incomplete lineage sorting": ILS). The basic interaction of population genetic and phylogenetic processes leading to ILS is captured in the multispecies coalescent model (Degnan and Rosenberg 2009) , which makes straightforward predictions about discordance in the case of "rooted triplets" of three taxa. In this case, the expectation across the gene trees inferred from a sample of independent loci is that the triplet resolution matching the species tree (the "majority resolution") appears at higher frequency than the other two resolutions (the "minority resolutions"), which appear at equal frequencies (Pamilo and Nei 1988; Rosenberg 2002; Degnan and Rosenberg 2009 ). The amount of discordance increases as the edge length (scaled by effective population size: i.e., "coalescent time units") subtending the two sister taxa in the rooted triplet decreases. Unequal minority resolution frequencies can arise from any violation of the assumptions of the basic multispecies coalescent model, including gene flow (e.g., introgression), hybridization, population structure, migration, and selection (Maddison 1997; Slatkin and Pollack 2008; Chung and Ané 2011) . A recent search for departures from the multispecies coalescent model found them to be common in real data sets (Reid et al. 2013) . Our primary goal is to demonstrate methods for identifying and investigating the causes of such deviations in large phylogenomic data sets. Although deviations from the expectations of the multispecies coalescent model due to biological processes are of inherent interest, methodological bias may also cause such deviations, and much of our article is aimed at disentangling artifact from evolutionary process.
To this end, we developed new methods to characterize the pattern of gene tree discordance across a genome-scale data set and used them to compare 646 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 discordance patterns resulting from the use of different analysis pipelines. We gained significant insights by investigating how patterns of discordance differed across different pipelines and triplets of taxa. We tested for departures from the multispecies coalescent model by examining not only triplet resolution frequencies but also variation in statistical support across the triplet resolutions, which provides a fine-grained picture of the phylogenetic signal underlying the discordance patterns. We also characterized per-locus changes in the gene trees favored when using different pipelines. Finally, we examined the impact of these discordance patterns on downstream species tree inference, a key application of phylogenomics in phylogenetic systematics today. We applied these methods to a new 11 genome data set of complete sequence from the short arm of chromosome 3 (∼20 megabases) from nine species of Oryza, including Asian domesticated rice, O. sativa, and its wild relatives, a clade estimated to have a crown group age of only ∼15 myr (Tang et al. 2010 ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview
We first describe new methods for characterizing several aspects of gene tree discordance across genomescale data sets. Then, we describe the suite of phylogenomic analysis pipelines, or "treatments," that we constructed to study the Oryza chromosome 3 short arm data. To illustrate the application and the utility of our tools, we then focus on two specific patterns of discordance that emerged in this large set of analyses. Finally, we describe analyses reconstructing species trees from these data to investigate the impact of gene tree discordance patterns and biases on such inferences.
New Methods to Characterize Gene Tree Distributions
Null model of discordance.-Following wide practice in phylogenomics, we summarized gene tree topologies primarily in terms of triplets of taxa (Pollard et al. 2006; Cranston et al. 2010; Song et al. 2012 ). On any rooted gene tree, a triplet of taxa induces a subtree comprising one of three possible rooted "triplet resolutions" (or an unresolved trichotomy). In shallow phylogenies a reasonable null model is the multispecies coalescent (cf. Degnan and Rosenberg 2009 for a review), described earlier, which attributes all discordance to ILS. To identify departures from the multispecies coalescent model at individual rooted triplets in a collection of gene trees, we tested the equality of the minority resolution frequencies using an exact two-sided binomial test, referred to as the "frequency test." This test is nearly equivalent to the chi-squared goodness-offit test suggested by Degnan and Rosenberg (2009) , and gives almost identical results (data not shown).
Cumulative support distributions.-To characterize the distribution of support for the three alternative resolutions of a given triplet, we constructed "cumulative support distributions," derived from ranking all loci favoring a given triplet resolution by their bootstrap support (see Fig. 1 ). All else being equal, the support distributions for the two minority triplet resolutions should be the same under the multispecies coalescent model. In real data, however, we have observed that the shapes of the minority support distributions sometimes differ, most frequently with the appearance of a "spike" at the right end of the distribution for only one of the minority triplet resolutions, indicating an unusual number of wellsupported trees. We tested for equality of support distribution shapes with a one-sided nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test (Sokal and Rohlf 1981) , referred to as the "shape test." The K-S test is not sensitive to differing frequencies for the minority resolutions, only to differing shapes in their cumulative support distributions, and thus is largely independent of the frequency test.
Between-treatment comparisons: flux diagrams.-We were also interested in differences in discordance between the sets of gene trees inferred using different treatments, for example, different alignment software. These differences can manifest in several ways, including changes in the frequencies of the triplet resolutions (and unresolved triplets), in cumulative support distributions, or in the degree of deviation from the multispecies coalescent model (e.g., shifts from agreement with its expectations to significant disagreement). We summarize betweentreatment differences in discordance with a triangular visualization we refer to as a "flux diagram" (see center of Fig. 1 ). This visualization summarizes differences in the triplet resolutions inferred from individual loci under two treatments. Arrows indicate how the triplet resolutions favored by each locus are altered by a change from the left treatment to the right-a gene tree "flux" between the triplet resolutions induced by the differing treatments.
Application of new methods.-The frequency and shape tests were applied to all combinations of triplets and treatments (see below). The alpha value for both tests was Bonferroni corrected to account for the 21 triplets tested. Note that the power of both tests to detect deviations from the multispecies coalescent model depends on the amount of discordance seen at a triplet (i.e., the frequencies of the minority resolutions), and deviations are unlikely to be detectable when triplets show little discordance. Cases in which either test was significant, indicating that the minority resolutions deviated in frequency or support from the expectations of the multispecies coalescent model, will be termed "minority asymmetry."
To visualize more fully the pattern of discordance observed at a given triplet under two treatments, we Sample "cumulative support distributions" and "flux diagram." Rooted triplets for taxa A, B, and C are extracted from two collections of 967 gene trees inferred using two different pipeline treatments. At far left is the key to the four possible triplet resolutions: "M" is the majority resolution, "1" and "2" are arbitrarily assigned to the two minority resolutions, and "U" is the unresolved triplet. Pie diagrams indicate the frequencies of the resolutions for each treatment. Cumulative support distributions are indicated for each treatment, separated by a triangular flux diagram. The cumulative support distributions are generated by ranking all gene trees that support each triplet resolution by >50% bootstrap support, and then plotting support versus rank. In the flux diagram, the arrows indicate the number of loci that "switch" their support from one triplet resolution in the left treatment to another in the right treatment. Counts of loci making a particular switch appear next to an arrow, the width of which is proportional to the count. Counts are omitted for arrows representing <10 loci, and the arrows are omitted for zero changes. The area of the circles at the points and center of the flux diagram are proportional to the number of loci supporting each of the resolutions in the left treatment (dashed circle) and right treatment (solid circle). The total number of loci that change resolutions is indicated below the flux diagram. In this example, the left treatment shows a deviation away from the expectation of equal minority resolution frequencies under the multispecies coalescent model. The flux diagram shows that the predominant change between the two sets is away from resolution 1, resulting in equal frequencies in the right treatment. In cases in which the majority triplet differs between treatments, we arbitrarily select one triplet resolution to be labeled "M" for both treatments.
combine two pie diagrams indicating triplet resolution frequencies, two cumulative support distributions and a flux diagram into a single figure (Fig. 1 ). There and throughout the article we use the following notation for triplet resolutions: "M" refers to the majority triplet resolution, "1" and "2" are arbitrarily assigned to the two minority triplet resolutions, and "U" refers to an unresolved triplet. Patterns of interest in the flux diagrams include high flux from one triplet resolution to another, which suggests methodological biases, and a high flux without obvious directionality, which suggests general sensitivity to treatment effects and random gene tree error.
Phylogenomic Analyses of Oryza
Taxa, sequences, annotations, and orthology assessment.-We examined a ∼20 megabase genomic region, comprising the short arm of chromosome 3, in 9 of the 23 described species of Oryza (Table 1) , representing the AA, BB, CC, and FF "genome types" recognized from cytogenetic studies (Tateoka 1963) . Seven of these were newly obtained for this project. Sampling was heaviest in the diploid AA genome species complex, which includes the two domesticated species, O. glaberrima from Africa, and O. sativa from Asia, itself with two sampled subspecies:
O. sativa subsp. japonica and O. sativa subsp. indica. Oryza brachyantha, from the FF genome group, was taken as the outgroup of the remainder of our taxa (Tang et al. 2010) . Eight sampled species are diploids and one, O. minuta, is an allopolyploid with parents from different genome types (BB and CC). The two genomes of O. minuta are clearly distinguishable and were treated as separate "operational taxonomic units" (OTUs), yielding a final tally of 9 species, 10 taxa, and 11 OTUs. Annotations for the newly sequenced genomes were derived ab initio using the program FGENESH (Salamov and Solovyev 2000) . Genome assemblies and evidencebased annotations for the short arm of chromosome 3 in O. glaberrima and the two subspecies of O. sativa were obtained from publicly available sources. Genes annotated as transposons were omitted. When multiple transcript annotations were available for a single gene, the longest was selected. Because gene annotations come from a mix of evidence-based and ab initio sources, the accuracy and consistency of gene and intronexon boundary prediction varied across our sample of genomes.
To 1997) coupled with DAGchainer (Haas et al. 2004 ) to leverage the high levels of synteny in rice genomes to improve ortholog detection. Initial comparisons of inferred orthologs to high quality evidence-based O. sativa subsp. japonica gene annotations made it obvious that many annotations in our ab initio annotated genome assemblies were either "fused" (nonoverlapping regions of one annotated gene showed homology to multiple O. sativa subsp. japonica genes) or "split" (multiple annotations showed homology to regions of a single O. sativa subsp. japonica gene), which affected subsequent clustering of genes into ortholog clusters. We developed a method to modify ab initio annotated gene boundaries to more closely match those in O. sativa subsp. japonica's higher quality evidence-based annotations (see online Appendix 2, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b). After some gene annotations were adjusted, all genes were passed through the BOS filtering protocol and clusters of putative single-copy orthologs were obtained by single-linkage clustering (Harlow et al. 2004 ), discarding any cluster containing any OTU multiple times. To limit the amount of missing data, we also discarded clusters with five or fewer OTUs.
Multiple sequence alignment and gene tree inference.-Multiple sequence alignment was performed using MAFFT v6.833b (Katoh et al. 2002 ; using E-INSi algorithm) and PRANK v0.111130 (Löytynoja and Goldman 2005; using -F setting). Nucleotide and protein level alignments were used in different treatments.
In some treatments, alignments were "masked" to eliminate potentially misleading phylogenetic signal by using three methods. The first two methods mask entire alignment columns that are deemed unreliable by various criteria: Gblocks v0.91b (Castresana 2000 ; using default options except "Allowed Gap Positions" = half) and Aliscore v2.0 (Misof and Misof 2009 ; using default options). The third masking method was designed to eliminate a peculiar alignment artifact that we term a "block-shift," consisting of a short and generally gap-free stretch of nucleotides in a single sequence that differs at many positions from the otherwise highly conserved region to which it is aligned. These can occur, for example, if an intron is mistakenly annotated as an exon and included in an alignment of true exons, to which it has no homology. We developed a method to detect block-shifts (see online Appendix 3, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b), and in the third masking treatment block-shifts so identified were replaced by strings of Ns within a single sequence (i.e., within an alignment row, as opposed to a column). For each alignment, maximum likelihood (ML) gene trees were inferred using two replicate searches in GARLI v2.0 (Zwickl 2006 ; default settings except genthreshfortopoterm = 5000 and startoptprec = 0.01). We selected the most appropriate nucleotide models for each alignment with ModelTest v3.7 (Posada and Crandall 1998) , using AIC (Akaike Information Criterion; Akaike 1974) . Two hundred bootstrap replicates were obtained for each alignment, fixing the model parameters at the ML estimates from the original ML search for computational efficiency. In all searches branches with the minimum estimated length (1.0×10 −8 ) were collapsed, making some inferred gene trees partially unresolved. In the triplet-based summaries, a locus is defined to "support" a given triplet resolution only if it appears in more than 50% of the bootstrap trees. If no resolution has >50% support, the locus is considered unresolved for that triplet.
Patterns of Gene Tree Discordance
Impact of phylogenomics pipeline.-We varied elements in the phylogenomics pipeline related to the preparation of alignments for phylogenomic inference (upstream of tree inference proper), resulting in 20 alignment treatments. Variables included combinations of different alignment software ("MAFFT" and "PRANK"), aligning at the nucleotide level or protein level ("CDS" and "CDSPROT"), and applying different alignment masking methods ("+GBMASK" = Gblocks masking; "+ALIMASK" = Aliscore masking; "+BLSMASK" = block-shift masking). In addition, several treatments involved alignment of different annotated subsets of the data ("CDS" = sequence annotated as exon was aligned; "GENE" = sequence annotated as either exon or intron was aligned; "MASKED-INTRON" = as in GENE treatment, but sequence annotated as intron removed after alignment). The data selection treatments were designed to tease apart the effects of including introns as a potential aid in alignment (CDS vs. MASKED-INTRON comparison) from the effects of including them as a source of additional data for gene tree inference per se (MASKED-INTRON vs. GENE comparison) . For each of the 20 treatments, we generated a multiple sequence alignment for each single-copy ortholog cluster, thus creating 20 parallel sets of alignments.
The shape and frequency tests were calculated for each treatment using the collection of bootstrap trees inferred from all alignments generated by that treatment, at each of 21 rooted triplets of OTUs. Twenty of these represent all possible triplets from the six closely related AA genome OTUs (each rooted by O. punctata, a BB genome outgroup). The 21st triplet includes one representative of each of the AA, BB, and CC genome groups (O. sativa subsp. japonica, O. punctata, and O. officinalis, respectively) with O. brachyantha as outgroup. Many potential triplets were omitted because preliminary analyses indicated very little discordance under any treatment (e.g., triplets with two AA genomes and a BB genome). To provide phylogenetic context for these triplets, Figure 2 displays a current consensus view of established phylogenetic relationships in Oryza (Ge et al. 1999; Zou et al. 2008; Cranston et al. 2010; Tang et al. 2010) . Two specific discordance patterns.-Preliminary analyses revealed interesting patterns of minority asymmetry across combinations of treatments and triplets, and we selected two patterns to investigate in more detail. These patterns can be summarized as consistent minority asymmetry at many triplets when using a single treatment, and consistent minority asymmetry at a single triplet across many treatments. The first pattern strongly suggests methodological biases; the second is consistent with underlying biological causes, although not exclusively so. To investigate these two patterns, we made detailed comparisons of the CDS, MASKED-INTRON, and GENE alignment treatments for both alignment programs, exploring the interaction of alignment with choices about when and how introns are included in analyses.
Species Tree Inference
We explored the downstream impact of discordance patterns on species tree inference by analyzing all 20 alignment treatments with four species tree methods. Species tree inference methods per se explicitly model gene tree discordance among loci. The most comprehensive methods available perform simultaneous statistical inference of gene and species trees under a coalescent model based on multiple sequence alignments (e.g., Edwards et al. 2007; Heled and Drummond 2010) , but do not scale to data sets of our size. We selected three methods that use inferred gene trees as input: MP-EST v1.0 (Liu et al. 2010) , RTC (Rooted Triple Consensus: Ewing et al. 2008) , and STAR (Liu et al. 2009 ; implemented in phybase version 1.1), using default settings for each. In addition we used simple concatenation of alignments ("supermatrices" , which we will group with the species tree methods proper. The development of new species tree methods has been the subject of much recent work (e.g., Kubatko et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2009 Liu et al. , 2010 DeGiorgio and Degnan 2010; Fan and Kubatko 2011; Liu and Yu 2011) , as has comparison of their statistical properties and their performance relative to one another and to supermatrix inference (Kubatko and Degnan 2007; Rosenberg 2011, 2013; Leaché and Rannala 2011) . However, we did not seek to make a broad comparison of all available methods, but rather selected four to cover a range of approaches that are tractable for our data set, primarily to assess the impact of discordance patterns on species tree inference in general, and to test whether some methods were more sensitive than others to upstream alignment treatments.
Input to MP-EST, RTC, and STAR was restricted to ML gene trees containing all 11 OTUs, and rooted with the outgroup O. brachyantha. Depending on the details of each method, not all received the same gene trees as input. Input to MP-EST consisted of all gene trees, with polytomies arbitrarily resolved. RTC was provided all inferred gene trees, including those with polytomies. Input to STAR was restricted to the subset of fully resolved gene trees. All alignments with 11 OTUs were concatenated for supermatrix analyses. Supermatrix analyses used GARLI with a partitioned likelihood model that allowed each locus an independent relative substitution rate. A single general time-reversible nucleotide substitution model with gamma distributed rate heterogeneity was shared by all loci within each supermatrix.
Species tree analyses were run on randomly sampled sets of 50, 100, 200, or 400 loci by sampling without replacement from all loci containing all 11 OTUs. Forty replicate subsamplings were done for each size class and analyzed with MP-EST, RTC, STAR, and supermatrix inference. Because STAR requires fully resolved trees, we eliminated trees from the subsamples that were not fully resolved, accurately reflecting a limitation of this method in the analysis of low-divergence data. Each of these experiments was repeated for all 20 pipeline treatments. To assess reconstruction "accuracy," we used two wellsupported benchmark relationships from the Oryza phylogenetics literature as a proxy for the true species tree (see Fig. 2 ): the "Asian-African" split within the AA genome group, and the "AA-BB sister" relationship just outside of it (Ge et al. 1999; Zou et al. 2008) . In a final analysis, we used one of the best performing alignment treatments to estimate an overall species tree for our Oryza genomes.
RESULTS
Phylogenomics of Oryza Chromosome 3 Short Arm
Annotation and orthology.-Annotation artifacts were not uncommon, and our annotation adjustment resulted in a net increase of 505 annotated genes (Supplementary   Table S1 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b). Genomes with evidence-based annotation (O. glaberrima and O. sativa subsp. indica) had fewer adjusted loci than those annotated ab initio with Fgenesh. Genomes within the closely related AA genome group had the most adjustments, implicating sequencing and assembly error as the cause of the annotation differences, rather than divergence or actual changes in gene boundaries.
After annotation adjustment, the BOS procedure yielded 1329 single-copy orthologous clusters containing between 6 and 11 OTUs, of which 473 contained all 11. Without annotation adjustment the corresponding counts were 1245 and 393 clusters. Thus, annotation adjustment resulted in a small increase in the total number of single-copy clusters (6.7%), but a proportionally larger increase in the number of clusters containing all 11 OTUs (20.4%), substantially increasing the amount of data we could bring to bear on Oryza phylogeny.
Multiple sequence alignment and gene tree construction.-Different alignment treatments had important effects on the resulting alignments (mean length, parsimonyinformative sites, and missing data summarized in Supplementary Table S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/ dryad.6169b). For example, GENE alignment treatments increased the number of parsimony-informative sites several-fold relative to CDS alignments, showing the considerable phylogenetic signal contributed by introns. Block-shift alignment artifacts were common, with over half of the alignments containing a block-shift in at least one of the ingroup taxa in most MAFFT treatments ( Supplementary Fig. S1 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b).
However, many fewer PRANK alignments were affected. The much lower occurrence of block-shifts within AA genome sequences in MAFFT MASKED-INTRON alignments relative to MAFFT CDS alignments is noteworthy (6.7% vs. 37.0% of alignments, respectively), as these treatments only differ in whether introns were included during alignment.
The number of 11-OTU gene trees that were fully resolved varied, but was generally quite low (Supplementary Table S3 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/ dryad.6169b), ranging from only 8.5% in the MAFFT MASKED-INTRON treatment to 36.0% in the MAFFT GENE treatment. Alignment treatments with the largest number of informative sites (MAFFT GENE and PRANK GENE) also had the largest number of fully resolved gene trees. All three masking methods reduced the proportion of fully resolved trees for both MAFFT and PRANK treatments, with GBMASK reducing it the most.
Patterns of Gene Tree Discordance
Impact of phylogenomics pipeline.-A primary result of our analyses is that the pattern of gene tree discordance, characterized in several ways, was quite variable across alignment treatments. We examined 20 treatment × 21 triplet combinations, but focus our discussion on those that resulted in interesting patterns of discordance. Figure 3 summarizes the frequency of triplet resolutions and the results of the frequency and shape tests for deviation from the multispecies coalescent model for six treatments and all 21 triplets (see Supplementary Fig. S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b, for remaining treatments). Unexpectedly, we found that proteinbased CDS alignments from both MAFFT and PRANK resulted in more blocks shifts and generally poorer performance than nucleotide-based alignments, and we therefore restrict our discussion to the nucleotidebased CDS treatments (see Supplementary Fig. S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b, for CDSPROT triplet-based results).
Although many treatment/triplet combinations showed significant deviations from the expectations of the multispecies coalescent, one indication of the overall robustness of these data was that for only 2 of the 21 triplets (triplets 4 and 21) was there variation across treatments in which triplet resolution was the majority (see Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b). For all other triplets, the majority resolution was consistent across treatments and agreed with the resolved portions of the conventional tree of Oryza shown in Figure 2 .
Several interesting patterns are apparent in Figure 3 . For most triplets, there were large differences between treatments in triplet resolution frequencies (including the frequency of unresolved triplets). Moreover, departures from the multispecies coalescent model were common and were reflected in significant frequency and shape test results. Some treatments consistently resulted in minority asymmetry across many triplets (e.g., MAFFT CDS). On the other hand, for a few triplets significant minority asymmetry was consistently seen across many treatments. For example, three triplets (triplets 3, 4, and 21) showed significant frequency tests for all alignment treatments in Figure 3 . These two patterns of consistent across-treatment and across-triplet minority asymmetry will now be examined in detail. Figure 3 revealed that many triplets show a similar discordance pattern in which the CDS treatment caused significant departure from the multispecies coalescent model but the MASKED-INTRON treatment did not. As previously noted, this pair of treatments differed only in whether introns were used to aid in alignment; intron signal was not used during tree construction in either treatment. To explore further this repeated pattern and the specific utility of intron data, we used our visualization methods to characterize discordance at the representative O. glaberrima-O. nivara-O. sativa subsp. japonica triplet (Fig. 4) . For the MAFFT CDS treatment, both the frequency and shape tests rejected the multispecies coalescent model (triplet 14 in Fig. 3 ). In that treatment the frequency of one minority triplet resolution was nearly three times the other (14% vs. 5%: Fig. 4) , and its cumulative support distribution had a spike at high support values. In contrast, the MAFFT MASKED-INTRON treatment resulted in lower and equal minority frequencies (4% each) and no support spike. The flux diagram comparing the two treatments showed that the underlying cause of the difference in frequencies was a shift of many loci supporting the overrepresented minority resolution "1" in the CDS treatment to either unresolved ("U": 64 loci) or to the majority triplet ("M": 37 loci) in the MASKED-INTRON treatment. The primary effect of including intron signal in tree construction proper in the GENE alignment treatment was to greatly increase the proportion of loci favoring "M" and decreased the proportion of "U."
Discordance pattern 1.-Comparison of the MAFFT CDS and MAFFT MASKED-INTRON columns of
The PRANK CDS treatment also resulted in a departure from multispecies coalescent expectations for this triplet, but had a smaller (although still significant) minority frequency bias (7% vs. 4%), no significant difference in the shape test, and no support spike. As with the MAFFT treatments, the flux diagram comparing the PRANK CDS and PRANK MASKED-INTRON treatments (Fig. 4) indicated a shift of loci from the overrepresented minority resolution to "U," resulting in equal minority frequencies, although fewer loci were involved (30 loci). The flux diagrams for the MASKED-INTRON versus GENE treatment comparison were similar for MAFFT and PRANK. Overall, PRANK treatments resulted in a qualitatively similar pattern of discordance as MAFFT treatments for this triplet although with reduced signs of bias in the CDS treatments.
As block-shift alignment artifacts occurred much more frequently in MAFFT CDS alignments than in MAFFT MASKED-INTRON alignments (see Supplementary  Fig. S1 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b), we sought to determine whether there was an association between minority asymmetry, support spikes, and block-shifts in the MAFFT CDS alignments. We did this for the previously examined O. glaberrima-O. nivara-O. sativa subsp. japonica triplet (triplet 14) and another triplet with a similar pattern of minority asymmetry across treatments (triplet 6: O. barthii-O. nivara-O. sativa subsp. indica). For each triplet, we first identified the overrepresented minority triplet resolution and the pair of OTUs that were sister groups in that resolution. For each triplet we then took the subset of loci that supported any of the three resolutions with 100% bootstrap support, and "flagged" the corresponding alignments whenever block-shifts were found in both of the unexpectedly paired OTUs (not necessarily in the same alignment columns). Finally, we tallied the number of flagged/unflagged alignments that supported each triplet resolution. The results were striking ( Supplementary Fig. S3 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b). For both triplets nearly all of the flagged loci support the overrepresented minority resolution, whereas the majority of the unflagged loci support the expected majority triplet resolution. Thus, block-shifts are For each combination of treatment and triplet, the frequency of each triplet resolution appears in a pie diagram, with the missing portion of the pie representing the proportion of gene trees that were unresolved for that triplet. Significant frequency and shape tests for deviation from multispecies coalescent expectations (see text) are indicated by the lower and upper halves of a square displayed around the pies, respectively. Triplets are numbered for reference in the text. The most common majority resolution across all treatments is indicated by parenthetical notation, using three letter abbreviations for taxa as defined in Figure 2 . Cases in which a triplet-treatment combination results in a majority resolution differing from the most common majority for that triplet across all treatments are indicated with a cross. Triplets are grouped by common taxa and by location within the established Oryza species tree (Fig. 2) . Tree figures on the left provide an orientation to the location of the triplets within that species tree, and clades labeled with ovals are defined in Figure 2 . Tips that are constant within a boxed set of triplets are labeled on the trees, whereas tips that vary are indicated with an asterisk. associated with loci showing strong support for a minority resolution, that is, those loci making up the support spikes.
As patterns of minority asymmetry were clearly related to alignment (presumably misalignment), we also examined whether alignment masking might help eliminate these biases. Looking across triplets, we found that none of the three alignment masking methods was consistently helpful in reducing the number of significant deviations from multispecies coalescent expectations when applied to MAFFT CDS alignments (see Supplementary Fig. S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/ dryad.6169b).
Discordance pattern 2.-To investigate the pattern of consistent minority asymmetry at particular triplets across all treatments, we chose two triplets at different time depths in the Oryza species tree. The first, shallow, triplet consisted of O. sativa subsp. japonica-O. nivara-O. sativa subsp. indica (triplet 3). The resolution that placed O. nivara and O. sativa subsp. indica as sister groups was by far the majority in all alignment treatments (Fig. 3 and Supplementary  Fig. S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b), but all treatments also showed a consistent and strong minority frequency bias toward the resolution uniting the two O. sativa subspecies. For the MAFFT CDS treatment, part of this asymmetry seemed to be due to the same methodological biases investigated earlier in discordance pattern 1. In the MAFFT CDS treatment the overrepresented minority resolution was four times more frequent than the other minority resolution (16% vs. 4%), and the cumulative support distribution had a spike at 100% support. However, the spike is not evident for the MAFFT MASKED-INTRON treatment (Fig. 5) , and the resolution frequencies were closer to equality (8% vs. 3%). The PRANK treatments showed no evidence of support spikes, but the minority frequencies were also far from equal for all of them. Thus, although the pattern of change in discordance across treatments is qualitatively similar to that already seen in the case of methodological bias, minority asymmetry persists in the putatively unbiased treatments, consistent with an underlying biological cause.
The deepest triplet in the tree, O. sativa subsp. japonica-O. punctata-O. officinalis (triplet 21), also showed significant frequency tests (but not shape tests) across all treatments ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary  Fig.  S2 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b). However, no treatment showed a clearly dominant triplet resolution; instead two resolutions were found with nearly equal frequencies, higher than the (single) minority resolution (e.g., 30%, 34%, 20% for the three resolutions and 16% unresolved for MAFFT CDS; see detailed visualization in Supplementary Fig. S4 , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b).
The two most common resolutions were the "expected" sister relationship between the AA and BB genome groups (Zou et al. 2008 ) and an unconventional resolution uniting the BB and CC groups. In contrast to previous examples, there was no clear difference between MAFFT and PRANK treatments and no clear impact of intron inclusion. Instead, the large number of loci that changed resolutions between the various alignment treatments without any directionality suggests that random gene tree error may affect the observed discordance at this triplet, although the overall pattern of frequencies likely cannot be explained from this alone.
Species Tree Inference
Almost all species tree inference methods and alignment treatments performed very well in inferring the Asian-African species tree benchmark (six treatments in Fig. 6a , all in Supplementary  Fig. S5a , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b), with performance increasing with the number of sampled loci. The exception was supermatrix analysis of the MAFFT CDS alignments, where performance decreased as the number of sampled loci increased. Although masking did not alter the pattern of significant departures from the multispecies coalescent model in the triplet-based results, applying masking methods to the MAFFT CDS alignments in some cases improved supermatrix inference ( Supplementary Fig. S5a , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b). BLSMASK improved performance to levels seen with the other species tree inference methods, whereas GBMASK improved it to a lesser degree, and ALIMASK had no effect. This all suggests that spurious signal caused by block-shift alignment artifacts in the MAFFT CDS treatment overwhelmed large amounts of true phylogenetic signal in supermatrix analyses, and that such biases were not entirely overcome by typical alignment masking methods. Performance at the deeper AA-BB sister relationship benchmark was more variable, with interaction effects evident between species tree inference methods and alignment treatments ( Fig. 6b; Supplementary Fig. S5b , http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6169b). Except in the MAFFT CDS treatment and its masked variants, supermatrix inference generally performed the best across sample sizes, slightly edging out MP-EST and RTC, which performed quite similarly. Encouragingly, the performance of all three methods reached nearly 100% for most treatments at the largest sample sizes. STAR performed best on the MAFFT CDS and MAFFT CDSPROT treatments, but otherwise performed more poorly than the other methods. As in the previous benchmark, species tree methods performed relatively poorly using the MAFFT CDS alignments, especially supermatrix inference. Alignment masking had inconsistent effects on performance, with only removal of block-shifts in the MAFFT CDS+BLMASK treatment clearly improving performance for all methods. There was not a consistent pattern of MAFFT or PRANK treatments showing higher performance, except with STAR, which clearly performed better on PRANK treatments.
We used MAFFT MASKED-INTRON as our "best in class" treatment, based on our triplet-based results and its performance in species tree inference, and inferred a species tree of Oryza using the four species tree methods and the entire set of 473 loci containing all OTUs. All species tree methods inferred the same species tree topology using this treatment (Fig. 7) . This tree is consistent with all well-established Oryza species relationships (see Fig. 2 ). Within the less established O. sativa group the tree supports a paraphyletic relationship for the two domesticated O. sativa subspecies, with O. nivara the closest relative of O. sativa subsp. indica.
DISCUSSION
Gene Tree Discordance Patterns and Causes of Minority
Asymmetry The multispecies coalescent model makes testable predictions about the discordance expected at each node of a species tree, and deviations from these predictions provide evidence that some other factoreither biological or methodological-is at work. It is difficult to distinguish between the two when examining the results of only one analysis pipeline, and in the absence of other information, deviations from the multispecies coalescent model might be attributed to biological processes. We have shown that examining how patterns of discordance differ across many treatments and triplets can reveal high-level patterns, patterns that hint at the factors affecting that gene tree discordance. Qualitatively different patterns can distinguish cases of minority asymmetry likely due to methodological causes from those that should be considered candidates for biological explanation.
In our analyses, we observed two high-level patterns of variation in discordance across treatments and triplets. First, we found strong between-treatment differences in the degree of deviation from multispecies coalescent expectations at many triplets, implying that methodological biases affected some of those treatments. The MAFFT CDS treatment was a consistent outlier in the degree of asymmetry of minority frequencies and the magnitude of shape differences between the minority support distributions. After observing these results, we examined the MAFFT CDS alignments more closely and noted the frequency of block-shift alignment artifacts, which we showed to be strongly associated with the frequency and support biases. Significantly biased frequencies and support distributions were seen much less frequently with other treatments, including all those based on PRANK alignments, and in MAFFT treatments when intron data were included during alignment.
The second high-level pattern of discordance that we observed was significant minority asymmetry for a few triplets across all treatments. Such consistent deviation from expectations at individual triplets raises the possibility of an underlying biological cause. Although the high-level patterns of minority asymmetry for the two triplets showing this pattern that we examined were similar (i.e., consistency across treatments), the patterns of discordance seen at a lower level (i.e., within individual treatments) were quite different. The first 656 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 such triplet was a shallow one within the AA genome group, including the two domesticated subspecies of Asian rice. It showed a strongly supported majority resolution, but the moderate asymmetry of the minority frequencies across treatments is consistent with gene flow between the two O. sativa subspecies (see further discussion below). The second triplet that showed consistent rejection of the multispecies coalescent model across treatments was much deeper in the tree, at the most recent common ancestor of the AA, BB, and CC genome groups. Interpreting the minority asymmetry at this node was more difficult, as the deviation from multispecies coalescent expectations was so extreme that there was not even a clear majority resolution in any treatment. Biological factors may have affected discordance patterns at this node, but the large number of loci that changed their supported resolution between treatments suggests that random gene tree error may largely obscure such evidence.
Methods for Characterizing and Comparing Discordance
We have introduced a general protocol and scalable methods that can be used to characterize gene tree discordance in large phylogenomic data sets. These methods test for significant deviations from multispecies coalescent expectations and summarize discordance within a single set of gene trees (a treatment), and, in addition, characterize differences between patterns of discordance observed under different analysis conditions. As we have shown, simple tests for minority asymmetry can easily be applied across many triplets and treatments as an initial filtering step, and highlevel patterns of interest can be investigated in more detail with cumulative support distributions and flux diagrams.
The power of these methods stems in part from the properties of triplet-based comparisons. The expectations for triplet resolution frequencies are straightforward (Pamilo and Nei 1988) , whereas those for the gene trees in which they are embedded are not (Degnan and Salter 2005) . The most probable gene tree does not match the species tree under some conditions, but this is never the case for rooted triplets (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) . In triplet-based summaries, information from gene trees that do not have the same set of OTUs can be pooled, allowing the use of a larger proportion of the often incomplete data available in phylogenomic studies. Triplet-based summaries can easily accommodate unresolved trees, whereas whole-tree comparison metrics can be difficult to interpret when trees are partially resolved, and their formulation when there is partial taxon coverage is not straightforward (Bansal et al. 2010) . Finally, focusing on individual triplets localizes patterns of discordance within the larger tree, whereas small-scale patterns of interest may be swamped in full tree comparisons. Note, however, that there are caveats to the interpretation of triplet-based summaries. Most importantly, patterns of discordance at different triplets are not entirely independent of one another if their internal edges overlap.
We have applied our methodology to examine the impact of choices made during the preparation of alignments for phylogenomic analyses. However, because the methods make no assumptions about how treatments may differ from one another, nor about the causes of minority asymmetry, they can as easily be used to investigate other factors, for example, the effect of choices among tree inference methods, evolutionary models or taxon sampling schemes.
Impact of Discordance Patterns on Species Tree Inference
The same biases affecting gene tree discordance might be expected to affect species tree inference, but we found that the sensitivity of different species tree methods to those biases varied. For example, almost all treatments and methods performed well in recovering the wellestablished Asian-African benchmark. The exception was supermatrix analysis of MAFFT CDS alignments, which was in practice "positively misleading" as the number of loci were increased. However, note that this result was driven by methodological biases in alignment, and is not related to the results of Kubatko and Degnan (2007) showing that supermatrix inference can be statistically inconsistent when gene histories differ, even in the absence of methodological bias. Although our methods can help to identify methodological biases that might mislead supermatrix inference, they cannot help in resolving such statistical issues, which may not be uncommon in empirical data sets. We found that although biases were clearly related to alignment, typical alignment masking methods differed in their ability to eliminate the biases and "rescue" supermatrix analyses of MAFFT CDS alignments. However, our method for removal of block-shift artifacts did fully restore performance.
Most species tree methods performed well across treatments in inferring the AA-BB sister benchmark although they required large numbers of loci. In addition to random gene tree error at this deeper node, this may stem from the odd triplet discordance patterns seen in the AA-BB-CC genome group relationships. Supermatrix analyses of the MAFFT CDS treatment again appeared to be positively misleading, but across most treatments supermatrices slightly outperformed MP-EST and RTC. As with the previous benchmark, masking of alignments had inconsistent effects on the performance of species tree inference, with block-shift masking being the most clearly beneficial.
In all, we found that the species tree methods that use the entire sample of inferred gene trees, MP-EST and RTC, were not as sensitive to different alignment treatments and methodological biases as were STAR and supermatrix inference. For STAR, this likely stemmed from the necessity of using the much smaller set of fully resolved gene trees. Although supermatrix inference VOL. 63 favored a single domestication event (and monophyletic O. sativa) , although the data sets supporting this only included between 5 and 22 loci.
At face value, the simplest interpretation of our results is that there were multiple O. sativa domestication events with subsequent introgression between the two subspecies. We found strong support for the paraphyly of O. sativa in our triplet-based summaries and in species tree reconstructions. If this is the correct history of the bulk of the genome, our observation of an excess of the minority resolution that supports a monophyletic O. sativa at the O. sativa subsp. japonica-O. nivara-O. sativa subsp. indica triplet, even after accounting for methodological biases, is consistent with introgression between the subspecies following their isolation. Further analysis and especially a more complete sample of individuals from natural populations will be necessary to resolve this complex question at the boundary between phylogenomics and population genomics.
Recommendations
Large phylogenomic data sets are clearly not immune to methodological biases, but they also can provide sufficient power to detect such biases. We suggest that before biological conclusions are drawn from such data sets, simple but powerful techniques such as those presented here be used to explore results and identify potential biases or anomalies. In our analyses, we found that it was critical to explore the sensitivity of gene tree discordance patterns to details of the phylogenomic analysis pipeline. Using our methods we were able to identify a clear case of methodologically biased discordance, and in addition, to follow up on this result and implicate a particular alignment artifact as the likely cause. In another case, our methods increased our confidence that deviations from the multispecies coalescent model were due to biological factors, and allowed us to contribute to a central question in Oryza systematics. Clearly, after methodological biases have been identified and eliminated, one can make stronger and more accurate evolutionary inferences from phylogenomic data sets.
Software
A Python package is available at http://github. com/zwickl/pygot, including scripts for 1) triplet-based summarization of gene tree distributions and creation of cumulative support and flux diagrams, and 2) detection and masking of block-shift alignment artifacts. 
